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== English ==

The dawn swells up beyond the deep darkness, a silent radiance 
Of course there are ups and downs, stops and starts 

In order to not have any regrets myself, I tell the sun &quot;It's gonna be alright&quot; 
Believe in love &amp; peace in order to send that message out 
Kick da verse in order to kick the complaints 
These repeating days are fantastic, however getting my ideals in my hands 
Is not such an easy thing, so I sweat to the success 

Wake up, wake up now, eventually you'll open the door yourself 
Remember, don't lose; Just keep on movin' on 
In the middle of a beautiful silence, there are a lot of flourishing sounds 
There are all sorts of individuals, you've still got a lot of potential from here on out 

A challenger who is constantly pushing the limits, will go head on and step by step 
Day by day, everyday at the start line, slipping through the stereotypes to the top floor 
The resonance of a passion that is just the opposite of simple scene that is too vague 
Sound them out; Sound out the days more and more, &quot;give it away&quot; 

Wake up, wake up now, eventually you'll open the door yourself 
Remember, don't lose; Just keep on movin' on 
In the middle of a beautiful silence, there are a lot of flourishing sounds 
There are all sorts of individuals, you've still got a lot of potential from here on out 

The dawn swells up beyond the deep darkness, a silent radiance 
Of course there are ups and downs, stops and starts 

A deep breath; Alright, I'm hoping that I have the courage to step onto 
The far off road to victory that's before my eyes; Here I go, without being timid 

Wake up, wake up now, eventually you'll open the door yourself 
Remember, don't lose; Just keep on movin' on 
In the middle of a beautiful silence, there are a lot of flourishing sounds 
There are all sorts of individuals, you've still got a lot of potential from here on out

----

== Romaji ==

fukai yami no mukou ni minagiru akatsuki, kamoku na kagayaki 
touzen yama ari tani ari futtari yandari mo shikari 

mizukara ni koukai no nai you ni &quot;It's gonna be alright&quot; to taiyou ni 
believe love &amp; peace todokimasu you ni 
kick da verse guchi wo kechirasu you ni 
kurikaeshite iku hibi wa fantasutikku ga shikashi risou wa sou kantan ni 
te ni ireru koto wa dekinakute dakara koso ase nagashite to the success 

Wake up okitekka izure wa jibun de to wo ake n da 
Remember maken na just keep on movin' on 
kirei na seijaku no mannaka nigiwau oto ga wansaka 
kosei nante samazama da kanousei datte kore kara mada mada 

genkai e idomu tsune ni chousensha step by step de mukau shoumen kara 
day by day manichi ga sutaato rain kiseigainen kaikugutte saijoukai 
aimai ni sugiru jimi na koukei to taikyoku suru jounetsu no kyoumeion 
hibikashite motto motto hibi hibikashite &quot;give it away&quot; 

Wake up okitekka izure wa jibun de to wo ake n da 
Remember maken na just keep on movin' on 
kirei na seijaku no mannaka nigiwau oto ga wansaka 



kosei nante samazama da kanousei datte kore kara mada mada 

fukai yami no mukou ni minagiru akatsuki, kamoku na kagayaki 
touzen yama ari tani ari futtari yandari mo shikari 
shinkokyuu saa me no mae ni wa harukanaru shouri e no michi ga 
fumidasu yuuki wo kitai shite iru saa okusezu 

Wake up okitekka izure wa jibun de to wo ake n da 
Remember maken na just keep on movin' on 
kirei na seijaku no mannaka nigiwau oto ga wansaka 
kosei nante samazama da kanousei datte kore kara mada mada 

----

== Kanji ==

 
 

It's gonna be alright 
believe love &amp; peace 
kick da verse 
 
to the success 

Wake up 
Rememberjust keep on movin' on 
 
 

step by step  
day by day 
 
give it away 

Wake up 
Rememberjust keep on movin' on 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Wake up 
Rememberjust keep on movin' on 
 
 

----
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